Open Banking switchers actesy new
in the F10 Accelerator Programme
The F10 Fintech Incubator & Accelerator has nominated the 
St.Gallen start-up actesy for its new programme. In addition, fintech
specialist Marc Lussy was elected to actesy’s advisory board.

St.Gallen, 17 September 2021

actesy AG will receive future support from the fintech accelerator F10 in Zurich. The company from eastern Switzerland
is one of 25 European, Asian and American FinTech and InsurTech start-ups selected for the new funding programme.
actesy was chosen from a total of over 350 applicants.
actesy CEO Andreas Imthurn is pleased to be included in
the programme: «We expect visibility, new contacts and
projects at banks and other companies from our inclusion in
the F10 Accelerator Programme.»
The aim of the three-month programme, which runs from
now on, is to accelerate start-ups. This year, the focus was on
companies active in the field of sustainable finance and SME
services. F10 corporate partners SIX, Julius Baer, Baloise and
Generali/HITS were closely involved in the selection of the
startups and will now also work closely with the 25 promising
companies.

«actesy will be crucial for the innovation
of the industry»
Deborrah Schaer, startup coach responsible for program
management at F10, is excited about the collaboration with
actesy: «The St.Gallen-based startup will use its unique technology to help established financial companies better integrate their diverse systems. This will be crucial for innovation
in the industry.»

Marc Lussy new on the actesy Advisory Board
The startup from eastern Switzerland is now also being
advised by FinTech aficionado Marc Lussy. Lussy, who was
brought onto the advisory board by actesy’s board of directors,
will help the company gain a foothold in the banking sector
more quickly. During his 20 years leading IT projects, Lussy
heard time and again from software vendors that interfaces
would not be a problem. But in fact, there were always many
unpleasant surprises. «From what I’ve seen so far from actesy,
this company now seems to have managed to really greatly
simplify the interface issue», Lussy elaborates. Especially in
the open banking context, this topic is more important than
ever, he adds.
Marc Lussy is, among other things, Partner and Head of
Business Development at the WealthTech startup IBO, Senior
Advisor and Mentor at the Incubator F10 and has also twice accompanied the official FinTech promotion group of the Swiss
government around Finance Minister Ueli Maurer. Lussy takes
up his new role on actesy’s Advisory Board with immediate
effect. In the last almost six years in which he has worked with
startups, the central element of success has always been the
team, he says: «In the case of actesy, the founders are very
experienced entrepreneurs who complement each other
excellently.» Despite these qualities, he says the management
of the young St.Gallen-based company is very open to advice
and input. «I look forward to the future collaboration.»

Company actesy AG

actesy was founded in 2017 and today employs 15 people in St.Gallen and Berlin. The Swiss startup is
a s pecialist in integrating various data sources and offers end-to-end digitization solutions for companies.
«actesy simplifies complex data and is the only platform that is really easy and flexible to use», explains
actesy CEO, Andreas Imthurn.
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